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Aluminum Foam Markets

The global aluminum foam market is

projected to reach $60.5 million by 2032,

growing at a CAGR of 4.1% from 2023 to

2032

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE , UNITED

STATES, April 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The global

aluminum foam market was valued at

$41.3 million in 2022, and is projected

to reach $60.5 million by 2032, growing

at a CAGR of 4.1% from 2023 to 2032.

The global aluminum foam market is experiencing growth due to several factors, such as a rise in

the use of aluminum foam in energy absorption and an increase in the adoption of aluminum

foams for construction and interior decoration. However, the corrosion susceptibility of

aluminum foam hinders market growth to some extent. Moreover, the recyclability of aluminum

foam offers remunerative opportunities for the expansion of the aluminum foam market.

Download PDF Brochure: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/59245 

Allied Market Research published a report, titled, "Aluminum Foam Market by Type (Open Cell,

Closed Cell), By Application (Energy Absorber, Heat Exchanger, Filtration, Sound Insulation,

Others), By End-Use Industry (Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, Building and Construction,

Others): Global Opportunity Analysis and Industry Forecast, 2023-2032."

Leading Market Players -

AMERICAN ELEMENTS

BEIHAI COMPOSITE MATERIALS CO., LTD.

ERG AEROSPACE CORPORATION

HAVEL METAL FOAM

NANOCHEMAZONE

NANOSHEL LLC

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/aluminum-foam-market-A58770
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/59245


XIAMEN TJ METAL MATERIAL CO., LTD.

FOAMTECH GLOBAL

VIM TECHNOLOGY LTD

XIAMEN TMAX BATTERY EQUIPMENTS LIMITED.

The report provides a detailed analysis of these key players in the global aluminum foam market.

These players have adopted different strategies, such as new product launches, collaborations,

expansion, joint ventures, agreements, and others, to increase their market share and maintain

dominant shares in different regions. The report is valuable in highlighting business

performance, operating segments, product portfolios, and strategic moves of market players to

showcase the competitive scenario.

Have Any Query? Ask Our Expert : https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/purchase-

enquiry/59245

The open cell segment is expected to lead the position throughout the forecast period-

Based on type, the open cell segment held the highest market share in 2022, accounting for

more than three-fifths of the global aluminum foam market revenue and is expected to lead the

position throughout the forecast period. This is because open-cell aluminum foam is a valuable

acoustic insulation material that absorbs sound waves by converting them into heat, which is

then dissipated within the foam. However, the closed cell segment is projected to manifest the

highest CAGR of 4.17% from 2023 to 2032. This is due to its high effectiveness in minimizing heat

transfer. With its low thermal conductivity, it is particularly suitable for applications requiring

minimal heat transfer, such as the construction of refrigeration units and cryogenic vessels.

Access Full Summary Report: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/aluminum-foam-market-

A58770

The energy absorber segment is expected to lead the trail by 2032-

Based on the application, the energy absorber segment held the highest market share in 2022,

accounting for more than one-fourth of the global aluminum foam market revenue and is

estimated to dominate during the forecast period. This can be attributed to the fact that

aluminum foam is used in the construction of aircraft components such as seats, flooring, and

interior panels. However, the filtration segment is projected to manifest the highest CAGR of

4.57% from 2023 to 2032, as filtration is utilized as a substrate material in catalytic converters,

which are used to reduce the emissions of harmful pollutants from vehicle exhaust.

The aerospace and defense segment to maintain its dominance by 2032-

Based on the end-use industry, the aerospace and defense segment held the highest market

share in 2022, accounting for more than two-fifths of the global aluminum foam industry

revenue and is likely to maintain its dominance by 2032. This can be attributed to the fact that

aluminum foam is used in the design of aircraft structures, particularly in the wings and fuselage.

However, the building and construction segment would portray the highest CAGR of 4.38% from
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2023 to 2032. The growth is attributed to their unique properties which are vital components for

the building's envelope, providing protection from weather conditions and adding an aesthetic

element to the building.

Want to Access the Statistical Data and Graphs, Key Players' Strategies: https://bit.ly/4dchpzj

Asia-Pacific region to rule the roost by 2032-

Based on region, Asia-Pacific held the highest market share in terms of revenue in 2022,

contributing to more than two-thirds of the global aluminum foam market revenue, and is

expected to rule the roost in terms of revenue throughout the forecast period. Simultaneously,

the same segment is also expected to witness the fastest CAGR of 4.18% from 2023 to 2032. The

region is driven by factors such as the Asia-Pacific construction industry expanding rapidly, and

aluminum foam being used as a building material for insulation, soundproofing, and fire-

resistant applications. Also, it is further used as the core substance in composite panels. Thus, it

will create a lucrative opportunity for the market in the Asia-Pacific region.

For More Details: https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/aluminum-foam-market-to-

garner-60-5-million-globally-by-2032-at-4-1-cagr-says-allied-market-research-301835462.html 

More Related Reports:

Multi Metal Aluminum Sandwich Panels Market : https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/multi-

metal-aluminum-sandwich-panels-market-A11098 

Aluminum Casting Market : https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/aluminum-casting-market-

A06897 

Aluminum Powder Market : https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/aluminum-powder-market-

A09000 

About Us:

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market

Research Reports" and "Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to provide

business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and

achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domain.

We are in professional corporate relations with various companies and this helps us in digging

out market data that helps us generate accurate research data tables and confirms utmost

accuracy in our market forecasting. Allied Market Research CEO Pawan Kumar is instrumental in

inspiring and encouraging everyone associated with the company to maintain high quality of

data and help clients in every way possible to achieve success. Each and every data presented in

the reports published by us is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from
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leading companies of domain concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology

includes deep online and offline research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and

analysts in the industry.
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